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Apothékary, Mother
Nature’s farmacy.
Apothékary is the world’s first
plant-based farmacy offering
clean alternatives to over-thecounter drugs and supplements
ridden with synthetic ingredients,
chemicals and fillers.
We believe in everything grown,
not made, using plants over
pills to naturally heal ourselves
from the inside out.
.
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The Founder Story
Hi! My name is Shizu 👋

(like “she” went to the “zoo”).

“I grew up in a
super-traditional
immigrant
Japanese family
where my
parents wouldn’t
give me Tylenol
or Advil,” says
Okusa, who was
instead given
“dark, oozy
drinks” of
mushrooms and
dried herbs that
had been
brewed for days
in stone pots.

I started my career working long 95+ hours
on the trading floor of Goldman Sachs,
which I then traded for the path of
entrepreneurship. While I still work the
same amount of hours, I feel so blessed to
work on my “Ikigai”, which in Japanese
means that I get to live out my eulogy and
resume virtues simultaneously in my work.
In 2013 I started my first company, JRINK,
which got acquired in 2019. I’ve since
focused all of my time and efforts on
building Apothékary, a natural farmacy.
Looking forward to sharing more!
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Using food as medicine.
Leveraging over 5,000 years of science, we offer a unique breadth and depth selection
using food as medicine for everything from sex, stress, sleep to skin.

100% NATURAL

WOMAN-OWNED

NON-GMO

DAIRY FREE

SUGAR FREE

v About 90% of our customers start with a signature blend (or pack of them) and usually on their 3rd or 4th order begin to build their own farmacy to single herbs.
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With powerful results.
Lindsey Kresser, one of our customers (#notsponsored) recently shared her incredible
skin healing journey using our Hibiscus Mushroom Collagen blend, You Dew You.
Over the course of just 6 weeks, she was able to not only tackle her chronic acne and
inflammation, but restore elasticity and overall complexion.
BEFORE

AFTER

"I used a tsp of You Dew You in my coffee
every morning and a tsp in my tea at night to
jump start the healing process. I noticed a
huge difference about half way through my
first bottle and cut back to once per day.
I am now almost done with my second bottle
and my skin looks beautiful - I no longer
need to plan my outfits or even my social life
around my acne. I am actually still in
disbelief and am getting emotional writing
this. I will continue to use Apothékary
products for the rest of my life."

- Lindsey K.
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That people are listening to:
“A huge focus on
personalization and
consumer-generated
content has enabled the
company to successfully
pivot from an Ayurvedicforward company that
scared and confused
shoppers into a curious
audience of early adopters
to health and wellness
paradigms.”

“Founded in 2019, Apothékary is a
herbal-based online business that does
more than enhance one’s lifestyle: It
bridges the long contrasted Eastern and
Western worlds together in small
bottles of health. These practices have
existed for over 5,000 years and prove
themselves to be effective.”

"A renewed focus on our
internal health has seen the
at-home supplement market
become more expansive, and
crucially, more inclusive. A
democratization is emerging
that renders this traditionally
elitist industry more
approachable and playful,"
explains Alexia who flags
brands like Apothékary.”

One-time discount code to
Save 20%:
“WOMENANDWELLTH”
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